
The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes, Volume One By Bert Coules English I think there's no denying
that these books are classics however they didn't date too well there were several racist and
outdated references and I found it hard to get past these parts. English Clive Merrison stars as
Holmes with Michael Williams as Watson in these adventures part of the fully dramatised BBC canon
of Conan Doyle's short stories and novels featuring the world-famous sleuth. Coules specializes in
mystery and science fiction audio and radio drama and has written a number of adaptations most
notably as the head writer of the Sherlock Holmes radio series (1989–1998) starring Clive Merrison
as Holmes and Michael Williams as Watson (the first time the entire canon had been adapted with
the same two lead actors throughout). Coules specializes in mystery and science fiction audio and
radio drama and has written a number of adaptations most notably as the head writer of the
Sherlock Holmes radio series (1989–1998) starring Clive Merrison as Holmes and Michael Williams
as Watson (the first time the entire canon had been adapted with the same two lead actors
throughout),

The stories were too short! English Sherlock Holmes mysteries are always enjoyable: English This
like all Holmes stories in my view is entertaining but some of the cases are a bit flimsy as if the
author were running out of steam, So much so that I've decided not to carry on with volumes 2 and
3, English The continuing saga of Sherlock Holmes with these Short Stories and Novellas. Within
these stories you continue to get sweet glimpses of the ever growing relationship of Holmes and
Watson. Watson is no longer seen as a bumbling idiot that Holmes looks down on. But by now
Holmes sees and views Watson not just as a colleague but also an equal: The Illustrious Client --The
Blanched Soldier --The Mazarin Stone --The Three Gables, The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes Volume
OneBert Coules is an English writer and dramatist who has produced a number of adaptations and
original works, He works mainly in radio drama but also writes for TV and the stage: He also wrote
original Sherlock Holmes scripts for the following BBC radio series The Further Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes each based on a reference from the original stories. These were first broadcast
between 2002 an Bert Coules is an English writer and dramatist who has produced a number of
adaptations and original works, He works mainly in radio drama but also writes for TV and the
stage. He also wrote original Sherlock Holmes scripts for the following BBC radio series The Further
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes each based on a reference from the original stories, These were first
broadcast between 2002 and 2010 and starred Merrison and Andrew Sachs as Watson following
Michael Williams' death in 2001, He has also written adaptations of several of Ellis Peters' Brother
Cadfael novels and of works by Ian Rankin Val McDermid Isaac Asimov and other best selling genre
authors: [with thanks to Wikipedia] {site_link} Was a fun and light read reminded me just how much
I love the characters, English Listened to this on audiobook while doing runs - multiple short
mysteries made it easy to follow and not have to get heavily engaged with the book: English If you
want to know Holmes and Watson read these latter works. English Quick chapters that demonstrate
the astonishing powers of Dr Watson's friend Mr Sherlock Holmes. Some very good others not so.
English Sir Arthur is the man. Classic Doyle. I read this book a while ago. It was really thrilling and
at the same time enjoyable. English.


